
Year 9 Rugby

Example of a Rugby Game

Key Skills:

Skill Description
Passing In order to pass in rugby, it must be a backward pass. The usual technique 

for a pass is underarm. Passing is over a variety of distances, therefore you 
need to consider how much power you need to put on the pass. This is 
called a spin pass or a pop pass.

Tackling In order to tackle someone, you must aim for shoulder to hip, cheek-to-
cheek, ring of steel and leg drive. In order to maintain a strong tackle, you 
must squeeze your hands as tight as possible. You release when they are 
on the fall.

Rucking A ruck will happen when a player is tackled, and the ball is on the 
ground. The ruck then starts when two players compete for the ball over 
the tackled player. The tackler can compete for the ball, but only when 
they have shown a clear release of the tackled player and bounced to their 
feet.

Small sided 
competitive 
situation

Small sided competitive games are used allowing players to develop 
specific skills learnt in lessons, improve decision-making, and increase 
their overall fitness. Games would vary between "touch" and "contact" 
depending on the skill being practiced.

Multi-phase 
play

Multi-phase rugby means your players move into position quickly, ready 
to attack after a ruck/tackle. The ideal shape would have depth and be 
running onto the ball, with all ball-carrying options well supported, 
ready for the next ruck.

Scrummaging The scrum involves eight players from both teams tightly bound formation 
to contest possession of the ball. It is a method of restarting play after a 
knock-ons or forward passes. The specific roles and positions within the 
scrum are as follows; Props, Hooker, Second Row, Back Row and Number 8

Mauling A maul occurs when a player with the ball goes into contact with a 
defender, and while both players remain on their feet, at least one more 
player from the attacking team joins the contact.

Kicking Kicking in rugby can be used as a defensive or an attacking tactic, 
depending on the situation. There are different types of kicks, for example 
place kick (off a tee), punt, drop kick, grubber and up and under.

Competitive 
situation with 
game rules

Competitive situations would be used to further develop, and practice 
skills learnt, for example the scrum or maul. Using competitive situations 
with game rules applied is most appropriate for skill development as rule 
conditions can be put in place to focus on a specific skill.
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Tactics and Rules 

When watching the game look out 

for the following:

- How they use different kicks 

depending on the situation

- How do the gain an advantage 

while kicking

SMSC and British Values

• Understanding the need for rules and regulations 

• Ensuring fair play at all times

• The rugby game is broken down into two 40-

minute halves.

• Time during a game can be stopped for an 

incident. Therefore, the game stops on exactly 

80mins.

• The game is stopped if a player is fouled and 

there is no subsequent advantage. Unlike 

most sports, a referee can wait to see 

how an incident unfolds before deciding whether 

the attacking had an advantage.

• The ball must be passed level or backwards.

• A tackle cannot be made above the sternum or by 

tripping a player with your feet.

• A lineout is called if the ball travels past the side-

line. It consists of up to seven players and players 

can be lifted in order to catch the ball.

• In order to stay onside in rugby, the attacking 

players must remain behind the player passing to 

them.

• A scrum will be called if a player in possession of 

the ball drops the ball, and it goes forward (knock-

on) or is the player passing the ball passes 
it forward (forward pass)

.

Components of fitness used in: Rugby
- Agility - Balance
- Cardiovascular endurance - Coordination
- Flexibility - Muscular endurance
- Power - Reaction time
- Strength - Speed

Transferable Skills
- Catching and passing
- Footwork
- Change of pace and direction
- Marking and defending
- Spatial awareness



Rugby Position and Pitch Layout

Multi-phase play

Grubber Kick
Box KickPunt KickPlace Kick


